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Approximate equations for finding the energy levels of quasibound states are formulated for an arbi
trary short-range Born impurity potential in a weak magnetic field. The solutions of these equations 
are obtained in the quasiclassical case for a model with an isotropic quadratic dispersion and a 
Yukawa potential. 

BOUND and quasibound states of an electron in a weak 
magnetic field at an impurity were investigated inP-3 1. 
However, in[l, 2J the potential was assumed to be li-like, 
which is incorrect in the case of a normal metal, and 
in[3 l potentials of a special type were investigated. In 
this article we formulate a sufficiently simple al
gorithm for finding the spectrum and the damping of 
quasibound states on an arbitrary short-range Born 
potential in a crystal, and demonstrate its applicability 
to an isotropic model and a Yukawa potential in the 
quasiclassical case. It can be stated that the general 
character of the spectrum of the quasibound state re
mains in force for any short-range potential (particu
larly 1/r as r - 0} and for any dispersion law that 
admits of closed extremal sections in the quasiclassical 
case. 

1. GENERAL FORMULAS 

We shall consider the problem of the energy levels 
of an electron in a magnetic field and an impurity field 
with a short-range potential V( r ). The effective radius 
of the potential will be denoted by r 0 , and we introduce 
immediately the quantity 1l Eo= 1/mr~, where m is a 
quantity on the order of the characteristic effective 
mass. If V is the mean value of the potential over a 
region with a dimension on the order of its effective 
radius (i.e., V ~ r 03 J V(r)dr), then V/E 0 « 1 is the 
condition under which the given potential is of the Born 
type and consequently the probability of appearance of 
a bound level in it in the absence of a magnetic field is 
small. These are precisely the potentials which we 
shall consider here. Thus, if H is the Hamiltonian of 
an electron in a magnetic field without an impurity, 
then we must investigate the "bound" level of the equa
tion 

(/i-j-V)'l"=ro'l" 

or, equivalently, 

'l"=GV'l", (1) 

where G is the Green's function of the problem without 
the impurity: 

G =(w- H)-'= .E G.(w)<ll.(r)<D; (r'). 
• 

nwe put h = I. 
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Here J1. = ( Px, N, Pz} is the aggregate of the corre
sponding quantum numbers{ if the gauge of the vector 
potential is such that A= -Hy, 0, 0}, 

HID.= e.<D., e.== Ba~ , J <D.•<ll., dr = 6..,, G.(w) = 1/(w- e.) 

For concreteness we assume, unless otherwise 
stipulated, that 1m w > 0}. 

It is convenient to consider in lieu of (1) another 
equation (with an integrated singularity in G (see be
low}): 

IIJ= VGIIJ, (2} 

where 1/! = Vv (from which it follows that v = Gl/! ). If 
we rewrite Eq. (2) in the J1. representation and separate 
the summation with respect to N, we obtain 

where KNN' are integral operators with two-dimen
sional kernels: 

KNN" (PP') = V P xNPz, Px'N'P; GN'Pz' 

( P is the two-dimensional vector { PxOPz} ). 
Let now w - li:Mo (for simplicity we assume that 

(3) 

Pz = 0 is the point at which a~;;MPz /a Pz = 0. As will 
be shown below, terms of the type KNMI/!M then become 
infinite, and we shall therefore separate them in (3): 

I!Ju = KMMIIJM + .E' KMNIIJN, 
I 

IIJN = KNMIIJM + .E KNN'IIJN'. 

(4} 

(4a) 

The prime at the summation sign denotes that it does 
not include the term with N = M (or N' = M). 

We now express 1/!N of (4a} in terms of 1/!M and sub
stitute in (4): 

IIJN = Y'i<1-K)N'N'KN"M"'M = kNMIIJM + 
+ ~· KNN" RN'MIIJM + ~- KNN' KN"N" KN·M'i'M + ... 

It is important that none of the summation indices 
( N', N", ... ) assumes the value M, and therefore the 
ratio of any succeeding term to the preceding one (in 
terms of the normalization of the operators) is a 
quantity of the order of V /Eo; consequently, we can 
confine ourselves in the Born approximation to the 
first terms, and write 

(4b) 
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From (4) we now obtain an equation for l/IM: 

WM R: KMMijJM + E' i .. NkNMWM, (5) 

where the second term is smaller than the first (in 
terms of the normalization of the operators) by a fac
tor V/E 0 , but it determines the damping of the bound 
level if it is located inside the spectrum G (it is easily 
understood that the terminated series in (5) corre
sponds to the total scattering amplitude in the absence 
of a magnetic field, but we need not calculate it com
pletely in the Born approximation). It is important that 
tht;. reg~ons of the values of the operators KMM and 
1:'KMNKNM can readily be shown to coincide (even in 
the case of degenerate potentials). We can therefore 
construct for the calculations a corresponding pertur
bation theory, by regarding KMM as the "unper
turbed" operator. To this end, however, it is neces
sary to determine the function X* that is conjugate to 
l/1 (and does not coincide with 1/1*, since VG is not a 
self-adjoint operator): 

X'=X'VG, (X'Ijl)= JX'Ijldr=i. 

A procedure similar to that carried out for lji leads 
to the equation 

I 

x.: R: XM'KMM + E XM'KMNKNM, (5a) 

where 

XM'=J X'(r)ll>M(r)dr. 

Proceeding in the sense of perturbation theory, we 
should solve the unperturbed equations 

(6) 
p 

and then determine from these functions the shift and 
the damping of the bound state. To this end, let us con
sider Eq. (6) in greater detail. We introduce the quan
tity ~ = w - €Mo and rewrite (6) in the form ( Lx and 
Lz are the corresponding crystal dimensions) 

'1'.:,.•= ~~ E J dP.'[s -(e ... ·, -eMo)]-•vM ...... ¢~•·· 
p' . 

It is now clear that if l/lpxMo _. 0, then the right-hand 
side of this equation tends to infinity as ~ - 0. It is 
easily understood that it is precisely these solutions 
which correspond to the quasilocal levels (this will 
also be seen from the subsequent analysis). Accurate 
to ( ~/ E0 )112 « 1, we can write 

.,~. R: ..!::_ ~ vM.P' Mo·h~. MOJ aP.'[s -(e,p· 
'~' 2n ~ 'x 't' :11: " 

•; 
• L, ~v o 

- I>Mo) ]- R: 2 /(S) "-- MP,P~MOWP',MO· 
Jt p;/ 

Here f(~) = -br/~, where a = Y2d2€NPz/dP~ lp _. 
In the quasiclassical case (when M >> 1 ), we can z-o 
also write 

a=-+ :~. ( :~rl.=l=,' 
where S( w, Pz) is the area of the corresponding equal
energy surface. The quantity a is thus half the re-

ciprocallocal effective mass. The root in f(O is so 
defined that -{(if, > 0 when a~ > 0, Im ~ = +0 with a 
cut in the a~ plane from 0 to co. 

Thus we see that the solutions of (6) are obtained 
from the one-dimensional integral equation (which is 
independent of the energy) 

(7) 

and the energy levels ~~. in the zeroth approximation 
with respect to V/E0, are calculated from the equation 

L, 0 0 1 ( L, ) • (7 ) 2;"/(s.)=q.,s. =-~ 2q. . a 

It is clear that the qn are real (since Vp p' = V*p' P ), 
X X X X 

and that 
sign q. =sign !;,0 = -sign•a, 

i.e., the bound states in an attracting potential lie 
lower (in energy) than the Landau level and appear in 
the case of positive local mass; in a repulsive potential 
they appear at negative local masses (holes) and lie 
above the Landau level. 

It is now necessary to consider the second equation 
in (6). Since the function XM has a singularity as 
~- 0, we introduce the function 

"-X "V -~X o• V o• o• X..V - M MJI = ~ MP' MP',MP, XMP = XMPGJIP z' 

from which it is clear that xU = Cl/lrJ. 
We can now consider the equation (5): 

1 =(X .. "1JJ,.0)=(X.,"kJfJf<s>wJfo>+ E' (X .. "i .. NkNM¢M0 ) 

N 

f(s) + ~' ( 0'G V G V G '" 0) tm = /(sO) "-- l(M M MN N NM M'j'M =/(sO) 
N 

[ L, o ]' o• o /(s) [ L, o ]' 
+ 2nm) (xP, .. oT• ... o.•',Mo'i'••,Mo)= /(so)+ 2nm) T. 

In the second term we have written f(~ 0), since it 
constitutes a small increment. We use here the nota
tion 

T MP,MP' = E v MP,NQGNQ v NQ,MP' 

N¢M,Q 

= J ll> ... '(r) V(r)G(rr'ro) V(r')ll>,lP'(r')drdr', (8) 

where G is the Green's function of the crystal in the 
absence of a magnetic field (see Appendix B). Putting 
~ = ~ 0 + ll~ and recognizing that 

t(s0 + 86) = t(~0 ) - 1!2UC6°) 1 6°)6s, 

we obtain 

86. [ L, o 1• , 'f.'= 2 2;' /(5. ) T •.• = 2q. T •.• , (9) 

where Tn n is the average of the operator (8) over the 
functions x~ * and 1/1~ corresponding to the eigenvalue 
n of qn of Eq. (7). 

It is also useful to write out the normalization of 
the functions x* and 1/1. It is obtained directly from (6): 
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1 (X •• ') ( •• G ') L, j (t , I: •• o = nM \f'nM = XnM M '¢nM = -2- 'i:ln ) XnP MO ti'nP MO 
1t X X 

P, 

(6b) 

The upper index zero denotes here that the sum over 
Px is taken at the extremal point of EMP (in our case, 
at Pz = 0). 

We shall investigate the resultant expressions (7)
(9) in further detail later, and present now certain 
general estimates. Since <I>N ~ ( LxLzRNf112, where 
RN ~ (ENoim)112/0 is the Larmor radius and 0 is the 
frequency of revolution of the electron in its orbit, 
then for w :5 E 0 , in the entire interval A Px of the 
summation in (7) (APx ~aRM, a = I e I H/c ~ mO), 
we have VMM ~ VrULxLzRM, and therefore the 
smallest values are q 0 ~ LzE 0 "mE 0 7VO and ~g 
~ (02/E 0)(V/E 0) 2. If w 2: E0 , then the main contribu
tion to (7) is made by the region I Px- P~ I ~ 1/r0, 

where VMM is, as before, of the order of Vd/LxLzRM, 
and qo ~ LzEo"mw/VO)g ~ (0 2/w) (V/E 0 ) 2 • From (8) 
we can see that when w ~ E0 we have Req~Too ~ V/E0 , 

Im qgToo ~ (V/Eo) (w/Eo )112, and when w 2: E 0 we have 
Re qgToo ~ V/w, Im qgToo ~ (V/Eo)(E0 /w)112, i.e., 
Im o~/~ assumes a maximum value ~ V/E 0 when 
w~ Eo. 

Since Eq. (7) is obtained from (6) with accuracy 
~ ~. we see from the foregoing estimates that it 
is suitable for w ~ E 0 if 0 « Eo or for w ~ E0 ...rE;;TW 
(the error in (7) should be much smaller than the sub
sequently calculated correction). 

2. THE QUASICLASSICAL CASE 

In normal metals, the case most frequently en
countered is the quasiclassical one. Although the cor
responding equations are perhaps easier to obtain in 
the coordinate representation, we shall adhere to the 
procedure described in Sec. 1. To this end we calcu
late the matrix element ViJ.iJ.'• using formulas (A.13) 
and (A.14) of Appendix A: 

Here 

Vqq' = J .PnQ• (r) V (r) 1Jln'Q•(r) dr, Q, = (P,ky'P,) 

and the Ja are taken outside the integral sign for 
reasons explained in Appendix A (following formula 
(A.14)). Eq. (7) is now written in the form 

(10) 

.PP,= aL,f('g,) I: c:• c:'-&.'fi,, VQ,Q0 ,1jlp•xexp[i(qJ,•-qJ.)]. (11) 

It is quite clear that it is convenient to seek a solution 
in the form 

.PP,= I:c:· exp(- iqJ,)ti.''¢P~, (12) 
b 

and it is obvious that on the right-hand side of (11) it 
is necessary to retain only the terms with b = a' (if 
b '"'a', strongly oscillating factors appear). We there
fore obtain the following equation for 1/Ja: 

""' .P~· '¢~. = aL,f (\;)I c~ I' LJ V QaQa• -,-• • 
P'xa' lv~ I 

We note now that the points Qa and Qa' differ only 

in the value of k~, so that by introducing the two
dimensional vector s = { sx, sy, 0}, we can write 
(substituting I ciJ. I from (A.15)): 

Q, p dl 
"'' = n.--/(£) - v ... '¢.•. (2n)' V.c 

(13) 

Here OiJ. = a/ I m~ I, and dl is the trajectory-arc ele
ment corresponding to the vector s'. 

Equation (13) is convenient for numerical calcula
tions and should be investigated separately for each 
concrete situation (the potential V( r) and the disper
sion law En(k)). 

We now write out the normalization (6b) for 1/Js (it 
is clear that x~ = -1/J~ for a > 0 and x~ = 1/Js for 
a< 0: 

1 ~ I: ~ = --2 /(s)sign a lc:l'lti.I'I'¢Pa I'= ---!(G)· 
n x (2n)' 

P,a 

signa rr, dl I I' ·--'j'-"' 2nlm:l V.c ' · 
(14) 

For the operator from (8) we obtain analogously 

where 

T QQ' = J '¢nQ' (r) V(r) G (rr' ffi) V (r') '¢nq•(r') dr dr', 

after which it becomes clear that Tn,n (see (9)) can be 
written in the form 

We therefore have in lieu of (9) 

eSt; 4 [ Q, ] 2 1 ,f, dl dl' • (15) Tfof= na (2n)' /{s) (2nm;)''f v.c v.c' "'' T .. ·'¢··· 

Thus, if we know the solutions of (13) with the normali
zation (14), we can determine the shift and damping of 
the quasilocallevel from (15). 

It should be noted, however, that in the derivation 
of (13) it is important to use the assumption that the 
functions are smooth (have a small number of oscilla
tions compared with Ja), so that the solutions obtained 
from (13) will correspond to reality only if the number 
of solutions n is such that n << M. As a rule, however, 
this is sufficient, since solutions with large n corre
spond to quasilocallevels that lie very close to the 
Landau level and are therefore strongly smeared out 
as a result of the fact that we are actually dealing with 
many impurity centers. 

In the isotropic case we can proceed somewhat 
farther in the solution of (13). It is now necessary to 
assume that 1/JnQ = 0 0112 e iQr( 0 0 is perfectly arbitrary). 
We introduce polar coordinates s, cp (such that 
s = s{cos cp, sin cp, 0}); then dl = sdcp and since 

V.,,=Q,-'V(Is-s'l) =Q,-'V{qJ-q>'), (16) 

where 

V(s)= V(lsi)= Jv(r)e-'"dr, 

we can write (13) in the form 
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.. (13a) 
= t. J dql V(<p- <p')1jl(<p') 

0 

( s = mv only in the case of a quadratic dispersion 
law). It is now obvious that it suffices to expand V in 
a Fourier series 

V(<p-<p')= _Ev.exp[in(<p-<p')], 
1 •• 

V. = -2 J d<p V(<p)exp(- in<p), 
no 

since we obtain immediately 

w.(<p) = c.e•··. t.. = 2:v. ( = <~;)' /(6.0
): ) • 

From (14) we now obtain 

(17) 

(18) 

. f.lo t.... f.lo 
1 = -s•gna--Jd<vlw-1' =-lt..IIC.I'· (14a) 

a 2n 0 a 

It is obvious that 

T.,. = f.lo-' J dr dr'V(r) G(rr'ro) V(r')exp[i(s'r'- sr)] 

depends only on the angle between s and s 1 , and 
therefore, denoting the latter integral by T(cp - cp 1 ) 

= OoTss 1 and expanding in a Fourier series 
1 •• 

T(cp- cp') = ,Er .exp[in(cp- <p') ], T. = 2; I d<p T(<p)exp(- in<p), 

we obtain 
(19) 

l::.j = 4na [ ( 2~~:~ .. : rf.loiC.I'T. = ~ f.lot..'IC.I'T. = 4nlt..IT •. 
(15a) 

Since V( cp) = V(- cp ), . each ~n is. doubly degenerate 
with wave functions emcp and e-mcp. 

In the next section we shall demonstrate how to ob
tain the solutions in a model with an isotropic quadratic 
dispersion law and a Yukawa potential. 

3. ISOTROPIC QUADRATIC DISPERSION LAW AND A 
YUKAWA POTENTIAL 

Our potential now has the form V ( r) = {3e- Kr / r, and 

"( 1 )- m exp(iklr-r1 1} .... rrro--
2n lr-r'l ' 

k =i2mro,, 

with k > 0 when w > 0, 1m w = + 0, and {3 < 0, 
4n~ 4n~ 

V(s- s') = ...,.---~.,.....-; (s- s')' + x' 2k'(1- cos(<p- <p')) + x' 

(Since I s I = I s 1 I = k) 
1 s'" 4n~e-;•• 

V.=2; o 2k'(1-cos<p)+x'd<p. 

This integral is evaluated along the contour I z I = 1 
with t_he change of variables z = e-icp for n > 0 or 
z = e1 «P for n < 0 (Vn = V-n): 

V. = 2nfl.x'" /-;ekv, 

where 

x = v -xI 2k, v' = 1 + x' I 4k'. 

(20) 

(21) 

Since A= f(~)o/(21T)3 (see (13a)) and half the recipro
cal local mass is a = (2mt\ we obtain 

.'=-2m ( av. )'=- ma'p>x•• 
~ 4n 2x'k'v' · 

(22) 

For k << K (if, of course, the quasiclassical ap
proach is valid) we have 11 ~ K/2k + k/ K and x ~ k/ K, 

so that we obtain 
0 2ma'~' ( k )'" Sn ~----- ' x' x (23) 

i.e., some significance attaches to the quantity 
2ma'~' 2m'Q'~' 

Soo~--x-,-=- x' (23a) 

This expression should be compared with the results 
obtained from the general formula (7) at low energies. 
Since the wave function changes little over distances 
on the order of r 0 when kr0 << 1, it is clear that 

v ... ~ <t>;(O)<l>.·(O)u, u = JV(r)dr. (23b) 

Therefore (7) can be solved immediately and yields 

'¢• = C<l>.' (0), quANo (00) = 1 (23c) 

(A is defined in Appendix B). In this case it is neces
sary to use formula (B.2) andf since LN(O) = 1, we ob
tain the well-known resultr 1• 2 : 

(23d) 

For a Yukawa potential u = 41T{3/ K2, from which (23a) 
follows directly. 

When k >> K we have 11 ~ 1 and x ~ 1 - K/2k, so 
that for the root with a given n we obtain ~~ - ~g as 
k -oo. 

We now turn to calculate Tn: 

T(<p-<p')= Jv(s-q)G(qro)V(q-s')~= 
(2n)' 

2fl' { 2 -· =---;-J [(s- q)' +x'][(s'- q)' + x'] { ro- 2~)} dq. 

Straightforward but cumbersome calculations yield for 
the second-order correction to the Born scattering 
amplitude the expression 

2nmfl' ( n 2ky i y + t ) T(<p)= --- --arctg-+-In--, 
kty 2 xt 2 y- t 

where y 2 = K211 2 + e, t = k I sin (cp/21. Just as in the 
calculation of Vn, we write Tn in the form of an inte
gral over the contour 1 z I = 1, z = eicp (it is clear 
that since T(cp) is an even function of cp, the expansion 
is only in terms of the cosines, i.e., Tn = T_n), but in 
this case there are no residues, and only branch 
points. If we make the substitution t( z) = k( z - 1)/2i rz, 
y(z) =kv'(z+- z)(z- z_)j2{Z (O :s; arg z < 21T), 
where 

2x'v' 2xv ( x' ) Z±=f+--±- 1+-
k' k 2k'' 

(24) 

then, as shown by a detailed analysis, the integral over 
the contour I z I = 1, 0 :s; arg z < 21T, for the quantity 
«Pn = - Tnk3/41Tm{32 can be written in the form 

J z"dz 
q>.= c (1-z))'(z+-z)(z-z_)' (25) 

where the path C extends from the point 0 to the point 
z 1 and circles around the point z_ from below, with 
-./ ( z+ - z) ( z - z_) > 0 when z > z_. The point z 1 is 
one of the branch points of tan-1 2ky/ Kt: 

2x' 2xy~ {V-x' x)' z,=1+--- 1+-= 1+---
k' k k' k' k 

(26) 
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(It is easy to show that z_ < z 1 < 1 < z. ). 
The integrals in (25) can be evaluated directly, but 

the resultant expressions are cumbersome and diffi
cult to interpret, and contain triple sums with 
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Un (see[4 l), 
so that numerical results are more illustrative. 

The calculations were performed by means of re
currence formulas expressing c;on•I in terms of c;on 
(see[4l). It follows from (18), (15a), and (21) that in 
this case Tn= -47Tm{3 2 cpn/k3 ) 

(27) 

(it is easily seen that x in (21) coincides with zY4 

from (24)). The first ten functions Tn, which depend 
on a single argument k/ K, were calculated with the 
aid of a Ural-2 computer. 

The results for the first three functions To, T1, and 
T2 are shown in the figure, where the abscissas 
represent k/ K in a logarithmic scale. We note that the 
coefficient 4m I {31/ K in (27) is of the order of V/Eo 
(since, obviously, V ~ {3K). 

A simple investigation of the general formula (25) 
for c;on shows that in limiting cases we can obtain the 
following expressions for Tn: 

k~x, (28) 

(28a) 

When k « K we obtain from (8) and (20) the following 
expression for TJJ.JJ. ': 

T,,, ~- !ll."(O)!lJ",(O) 1rt_ J V(r) V(r') drdr'- i mk u'!ll"(O)!ll .(0) 
2n lr-r'l 2n " " 

(29) 
(For a definition of u see (23b ). The wave functions of 
the "bound" approximation are known (see (23c)): 

\jl" = C!ll." (O), x: = -C"!ll" (0), 

and obviously (see (6c) and (B.l)), 

-qiCI'ANo(OO) = 1, 

so that we obtain the well-known expression[ 2 l 

Irn Oso I So0 = -mlcu In. 

In our case u = 41T{3/ K2 and 

Irn 6£, I so 0 = 4mk If} I I x', 

as follows also from (29) when n = 0. 
The quasilocallevels are produced as a result of 

the fact that the problem in a magnetic field is in a 
certain sense one-dimensional: the energy depends 
only on one continuous parameter Pz. Actually, how
ever, besides the usual motion in the magnetic field, 
the particle is scattered by the impurity potential. 
This causes the scattering amplitude a (at zero mag
netic fields) to appear as the potential in the corre
sponding one-dimensional equation ((4) or (5)) (for ex
ample, the decay of the "bound" state with I Pz I 
< ..Jmn is due to scattering into states with large Pz)o 
In the one-dimensional problem we have ~ ~ U2/E0 , 

R 
r'\ 

0.5 

l> 
I 

0 I 
2 

/ 
1. / 

0.04 2 r==-r!. 
2 O.OO§ 0.1 0.2 0.4 

' I'TTTml 
I t+-ftffin i I I i;[l 

-1 
' ' I 

\ 

1\- 1 -
~ 

2 

~ 

(0 2 3 4 5 10 
k/1< 

Results of calculations for the 
functions r0 (0), r 1 (I) and r2 (2). 
Solid lines- Re T n, dashed-Irn T n
The horizontal dashed lines show 
the values of Re Tn calculated 
from (28) ask_,. 0. 

where U is the average value of the potential "sensed" 
by the particle (see[ 5 l). When n <<Eo, the particle is, 
in the main, outside the field of the potential, and 
therefor<' as can be readily understood, U ~ an/Eo 
when w ~ Eo and U ~ an/ ..j wE 0 when w ? E 0 ; further, 
Im a/Re a decreases when w - 0 and w - oo, thereby 
explaining the character of the estimates at the end of 
Sec. 1 and of the curves in the figure. 

An infinite number of levels is produced as a result 
of lifting of the degeneracy with respect to Px, but 
when w- 0 the potential can be regarded as o-like, 
and therefore there actually remains only one eigen
value ~ 0 (see Eq. (23)). 

In conclusion, the author thanks R. G. Arkhipov for 
useful discussions and for interest in the work. 

APPENDIX A 

WAVE FUNCTIONS OF THE ELECTRONS IN A 
CRYSTAL IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 

We consider here the quasiclassical case. A study 
of the wave functions is particularly simple if the 
technique developed by Zak is used[ 6l. Namely, q>JJ.(r) 
is expanded in the eigenfunctions of the so called 
(k, x) representation 

ID.(r)= J dkdx!ll.(k,x)tjJ •• (r), 

tJl•x(r) = yQ,j(2n)' L:ll(r- X- a)e;••. 
(A.l) 

Here no denotes the volume of the unit cell of the 
crystal, the integration over k and x extends over the 
volumes of the reciprocal and direct cells. If we write 

ID.(k, x) = U.(k, x)e;••, 

U"(k,x)= _EAn(k)uno(x) 
(A.2) 

(Uno is the periodic part of the Bloch function at k = 0) 
then, as shown in[ 61, there exist functions 2> 4>JJ.(k, n) 
for which the equation in the lowest order in H can be 
written in the form 

[e.(k)]!ll.(k, n) = e!ll.(k, n) (A.3) 

2lThese functions coincide with the Bn(k) from Eqs. (64) and (67) 
of the first reference in [6 ] ; they must not be confused with the Bn(k) 
of Eq. (50) of the same reference. 
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and which in the lowest order in H are connected with 
An(k) by the equation 

An(k)= l:[Snm(k)]<D.(k,m). (A.4) 

Here [~n(k)] is obtained from the dispersion law 
~n(k) in the absence of a magnetic field by symmetriz
ing all the components of the vector k and by replac
ing them with the operator K = k - ec-'A( iVk). A 
similar operation is carried out on the matrix elements 
of the unitary transformation 

(A.5) 

to obtain the operators [Smn(k)]. 
The solution of (A.3) is known (see, for exampleP1 ): 

<D.(k, n) = t.(k,- P,)6(k,- P,)ii>.(k,, n)exp(P,k, I icr), (A.6) 

if the gauge is A = { - Hy, 0, 0}, with 

ai.(k.,n) = L:c:<D."(k., n), 

rD."( k,,n) = I v," (,.h, k,, P,) 1-'/, exp(- S"(k,)/icr), (A, 7) 
•• leiH 

cr = --, v(k) = v.en(k), 
c 

s· (k,J = J "·" ( k,J dk, 

and the index a numbers the possible solutions of the 
equation 

(A.B) 

and ~(kx) is a periodic o function (with the period bx 
of the reciprocal lattice). 

From the quasiclassical-quantization condition we 
obtain immediately a formula for ~J-1. = ~NP: 

S(e,P,)= pn,dk,=2ncr(N+'/,), (A.9) 

where N is an integer suitable for cases when there is 
no self-intersection of the trajectories, magnetic 
breakdown, etc. 

To calculate the wave function, we now employ, in 
the required order, all the numbered relations (A.1 )
(A.6), and obtain 

<D,(r) = )'Q,/(2n)'l: Jdkdx<D,(kx)o(r-x-a)eik• 
a 

= )'Q,j(2n)' J dk<D,(k(r))e'"'. 

Here { r) denotes r per unit cell and a = r - ( r ) . 
We obtain further from (A.2), (A.4), and (A.5?) 

<D,(r) = yQ,j (2n)' 'dk e'"'U,(k, (r)) 

= )'Q,/(2n)'l:f dkeik'Uno(r) [Snm(k)]<D,(k,m) 
n, m 

n, m 

= }'Q,/ (2n) '1.: S dkeik'Unn ,•,•, (r) <D.(k, n) exp [ i(P,- kx) X], 

after which (A.6) and (A.7) yield 

<D.(r) = eiP•l: c," J dk,un"x'.P, (r)<D,"(k., n)exp ( Px ~cry k,) 
a,n tcr (A,10) 

3) The action of symmetrized operators on a quasiclassical wave func
tion is described in [ 7]. 

By c~ we denote here the quantities [U 0 /(27r) 3 ) 1/ 2 c~ 
and P is a two-dimensional vector ( Px, 0, Pz). We 
note that actually the summation over n need not be 
carried out here, since the quasiclassical wave func
tion differs from zero only for one value of n having a 
bearing on our situation (i.e., entering in the equations 
(A.3) and (A.8)), if there are no close-lying bands (for 
other n' the wave function is of the order 
exp (-I ~n'(k)- ~n(k) I /U). 

For not too small vy (see below) we can carry out 
the integration in (A.10) by the saddle-point method, if 
we recognize that Unk changes appreciably over dis
tances k on the order of the reciprocal-lattice vector 
b (this is connected with the fact that k numbers the 
number of nodes of the Bloch function if!nk in the en
tire crystal, whereas the variation of k over the 
reciprocal-lattice vector corresponds in a certain 
sense to a transition to the next band and thus changes 
the number of nodes in the unit cell by unity). 

The integral in (A.10) can be written in the form 

S dkyUnn ,• •", (r) I Vx"(nx, k.,P,) 1-'/, exp (~" (k,) /ia), 

where ~O!(ky) = ( Px - ay)ky - SO!(ky). The stationary 
point ~. a~;aky = 0, corresponds to the equation 

Px- cry- nx" = 0 (A.ll) 

and further 
a·~ anx v, 
-=--=-
ak,' ak, 

( 1r~ is obtained from (A.8)). Integrating, we obtain 

-1.: . (P-ay)k"-S" 
<D.(r) = e'P•y2ncr c."'e'•,lv,"l-'hn,0 (r)cxp " . " (A 12) 

n lO • 

The letter a numbers here the possible solutions of 
(A.ll ), 

Q,= {nx", k,', P,} o== {P,- cry, k:, P,}, v" = v(Q,), 

S" = S(k:), 
1t . " n: . V,/~ 

<p, =--sign~, =--sign-. 
4 4 vx" 

Since the stationary interval is ~' ok ~ "a I I ~" I 
~ ..; a I Vx 1/ I vy I, it is clear that (A.1 ~) is suitable only 
for vy such that ..Ja I Vx 171 vy I « b (we recall that the 
quasiclassical analysis is in general suitable only for 
fields such that ..;a« b). If we introduce the notation 

Pxkv" -S" 
'ita = j v,f j-lh exp ia , (A.13) 

then, as can be readily seen, (A.12) can be written in 
the convenient form 

<D,(r) = e''"'l'2ncr I: c,"e"'a ti,ljJnQ, (r). 
(A.14) 

In our problem ~ J-1. ( r) is integrated with a potential 
V(r) that differs from zero in the region I r I~ r 0 , so 
that actually axy ~ ar~ ~ U/E 0 « 1 and therefore the 
phase factor eiaxy can be discarded. In addition, 
ay ~ ar 0 << b, and we can therefore assume that 
Qa R:i {Px, k~, Pz}. 

It is now necessary to calculate the normalization 
factor 1 c~ 1. We use the expression (A.12) although, 
naturally, this can also be done more rigorously by 
using (A.1 )-(A. 7). We have 

1 = JI<D,(r) l'dr = 2ncr L:J drlc."j'junQ0 (r) 1'/jv:J. 
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We note now that since Qa changes little when y 
varies within the limits of one cell, we can write 
(assuming that J UnkUn'kdr = Onn') 

1 = 2ncr L, L, ~ ~ I c." I·:· 
ax az~ ~ lv/J 

L,L, ~ s dy LxL, ~ s dnx" 
= 2ncrg;-~ lv:flc:l' = 2ng;-lc.l'~ M 

LxL, 1 1 rf, dl LxL, 
= 2n--;:;- c.' 'f- =(2n)'lm:1-r.-lc.l'· 

~'o V .1. ~'o 

We have introduced here the notation 21T I m~ I 
= f dl/vl =I asja€ I (see[ 81 ) and recognizea that 
1 c~ 1 does not depend on the index a. We thus have 

lc.l = V ~~o 1 . (A.15) 
(2n)'l m; I "fL,L, 

APPENDIX B 

GREEN'S FUNCTION IN THE QUASICLASSICAL CASE 

The wave functions for the quasiclassical case are 
given in Appendix A. We now derive an expression for 
the Green's function in a magnetic field in the coordi
nate representation (which, incidentally, will make 
clearer some of the statements of Sec. 1: 

G(r, r',w) = L, GNP, L <D.(r)<D; (r') = L, GNP,ANP, (r, r'). (B.1) 
Px 

Here (as in the derivation of the expression for the 
wave function) we disregard the dependence of the en
ergy in the crystal on Px, because when ,;a« b (b 
is the period of the reciprocal lattice) the number of 
levels for which this dependence is important is small. 
by ANPz we denote the projector on the states with 
given Nand Pz. We must now calculate it. 

We can first write an exact expression for A in the 
isotropic case, when the wave functions are known 
(see[ 5l). With the aid of formula (7 .377) of[4J we can 
readily obtain 

ANP, (r, r') 

= Zn;, exp[ iP,(z- z')+ i ; (x- x')(y + y')- ~ p'] LN ( cr;'), 

(B.2) 

where p 2 = (x- x')2 + (y- y')2, and Ln is the corre
sponding Laguerre polynomial. We now proceed to 
calculate A in a crystal. To this end, we use the ex
pression for the wave function in the form (A.10}: 

[ cr(y'- y)- s··- S" k I- k ] 
X Unq•(r') I v,"v,"' 1-'h exp . + iPx y y • 

!<J <J 

Here Q = { 1TxkyPz}. The integration with respect to 
Px can easily be carried out and yields 

2nll (x- x' + (k.'- k,) I cr). 

We introduce the notation ~ = x - x', 11 = y - y'; 
then 

(B.3) 

with 

~··· (k,) = S"' (k,- cr£)- S"(k,) - crTJk,- a'y'£. 

In the general case the integration is carried out 
here by the saddle-point method and entails no difficul
ty, but the expression for G at large p (such that 
ap ;:::: b' p 2 = e + 11 2 ) is needed only to determine the 
asymptotic form of the wave function w, whereas to 
solve Eq. (2) with l/J it is necessary only to have 
p ~ r 0 , when ap <<b. In this case we can expand ~aa' 

~""'(k,) ~ S"'(k,) -S"(k,)- <JT]k,- cr£n,"'(k,)- a'y'£. 

Since the terms with a' ;e a give a rapidly oscillat
ing phase, they should be discarded and, recognizing 
that Q ""Q', we obtain the following expression for A: 

ANP, (r, r') = aL, I c. I' exp [iay' (x- x')] F nP, (r, r'), (B.4) 

where 

This expression must be substituted in (B.1). We then 
obtain 

L, n J lc.l' G(r,r',w)= aL,exp[iay'(x-x')]-} dP, FnP (r,r') 
2:rt ""--! (I)- f,NP z 

N I 

and when w is close to €Mo we arrive, after quite ob
vious transformations, at the expression (~ = w 
- €Mo) 

G(r, r', w) = exp[iay'(x- x')] [I m:'l (Z~;, /(s) ~ ~: .P·•N(r) 

(B.5) 
where 

X .p":x•,o(r') + C(rr'w)]. 

S ¢ •• (r)¢ • .*(r') 
C(rr'w)=Qo d'C• w-e.(k) · 

Here drk = dk/ ( 211 )3 and the integration extends over 
the volume of the reciprocal cell. In the problem in 
question, the phase factor expLiay'(x- x')] can for 
obvious reasons be discarded (see Appendix A). 

In the case of an isotropic quadratic dispersion law 
we obtain from (B.4) 

(J 
ANP (r, r') = --exp[iP,(z- z') + iay' (x- x') ]/,(Q.cp), 

' 2nL, 

and as is clear from (A.9), 

nQ.c' = 2rccr(N+'I,), 

and we can write in the phase factor (y + y')/2 in 
place of y'. 

We can now use relation (8.978) (2} of[41 : 

J,(Q.cp} = J,(2ycr(N + 'l,)p' I 2) 

~ LN(a(N + 'l,)p' I 2N) ~ LN(ap' 12), 

which must be compared with the exact formula (B.2). 
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